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Fighting
words

on cuts
Discontent at the cuts could result in the
birth of a new political movement. KATE
PROCTOR talks to the young writer
harnessing discontent in an attempt to
force change

O
WEN Jones talks fast. Forget the
28-year-old’s often remarked
upon baby-face, it’s his rapid
fire patter that sticks in the

mind.
Effusive on camera, the left-wing journalist,

award-winning author and regular TV pan-
elist is hardly one to sit on the fence. However
the Sheffield-born socialist seems to have
reserved quite a potent form of political zeal

for the People’s Assembly – the movement he
is currently helping to lead.

In a Newcastle pub, the Black Swan Bar on
Westgate Road, he tests this journalist’s short-
hand to the limit describing with quite some
fervour this new grassroots movement’s chal-
lenge to austerity.

“The biggest party in the country is the
‘yelling at the TV party’ in dissatisfaction.
People know their kids are going to be poorer

than them. Their tax credits are being cut,”
said Jones, who has spent the last month
travelling the country speaking at People’s
Assembly meetings.

His regional tour of community centres,
halls and pub back rooms with a Wesleyan
devotion for the cause has been known to
bring some of his followers to tears.

“People are struggling to make ends meet
and the one thing that’s missing is hope and

what our meeting in Newcastle is about is
getting people together to give them some of
that hope back, that we are not alone and you
can unite people and you can get together
and turn things around,” said the Oxford
graduate and author of the critically ac-
claimed book Chavs: The Demonization of the
Working Class.

Flash forward a month and
this grassroots political move-
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PROTEST Stop the
Cuts demonstration
at Baltic Square,
Gateshead, outside
the Liberal Democrat
Party conference at
the Sage


